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4 PEDESTRIAN CONFLICT MODELS FOR FOUR-
ARM PRIORITY ROAD JUNCTIONS

E N Masaoe

Abstract

The paper describes the development of models for pedestrian safety based on
traffic conflicts observed according to the Swedish technique at 65 junctions. Model
calibration was carried out within the generalized linear models framework using
Poisson or negative binomial distribution. Functions of exposure variables were
found to be the most powerful predictors of pedestrian conflicts. Junctions located in
the central business district and inner city had higher conflict rates compared to
those located elsewhere. Factory and office land uses had significantly lower conflict
rates. Pedestrian risk seemed to decrease with increase in pedestrian flow. Higher
vehicle speed at junction centre was associated with lower total conflicts.
Comparison with European studies revealed interesting similarities and differences.

Introduction

The paper reports pedestrian safety aspects of a research carried out in the city of
Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania to investigate the influence of traffic and junction
characteristics on safety at four-arm priority junctions. The population of the city
estimated from the 1988 census is over 2.5 million with a vehicle population of less
than  300,000. Walking is a major mode of transport on its own or complemented by
public transport. Use of pedal- and motor-cycles is limited possibly due to perceived
high risk associated with the mode among other reasons.

4.1 An overview of the road safety problem in Dar es
Salaam
The road safety situation for the city during 1995/1997 is summarized in Table 1.
Analysing the casualties by age revealed that 86% were between 16-55 years, 11%
under 16 years, and the rest (3%) over 55 years. This distribution is quite different
from  the pattern in European countries partially due demographic reasons. The city
has experienced rapid population growth: the current population is 10 times what it
was 40 years ago. Most of the growth is due to rural-urban migration of young adults
and hence the big proportion of the working age accident casualties. Pedestrians
constituted 42% percent of all casualties and 68% of fatalities. This is about four
pedestrians killed per week during the period reviewed. Figure 1 presents the
distribution of casualties by type of vehicle boarded. The proportion of pedestrian
and public transport casualties was 64%. This reflect the vulnerability of the
pedestrian casualty and the fact that most vehicle/vehicle accidents in urban areas
are damage only accidents which are reported to the police for insurance purposes.
The private car boarders casualties contributes below 20 percent. Pedestrian safety
is clearly a major aspect of the road safety problem in the city.
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Table 1 Summary accident statistics for Dar es Salaam  (1/1/ 1995 to 31/3/ 1997)
Accident type Number of accidents Percentage
Fatal 623 6.3%
Hospital 1884 19.0%
Not Hospital 1285 13.0%
Damage 6104 61.6%
Unknown 13 0.1%
Total 9909 100%
Pedestrian
accidents

2110 21.0%

Daylight
Pedestrian
accidents

1325 63%
(of pedestrian

accidents)
Daylight
accidents

6243 63% (of total)

(Source: Road Safety Unit, Ministry of Works, Dar es Salaam)

Figure 1. Distribution of casualties by type of vehicle boarded (1/1/ 95 to 31/3/ 1997)
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Key to Fig. 1: PED = Pedestrian, CYC = Pedal & Motorcyclist, C/P = Car and Pick-
up, MB = Minibus (30 seats or less, > 30 seats = BUS), GDV =  Goods vehicle, OTH
= Other  (e.g. agricultural or construction tractors).

4.2 Current approach to the analysis of the road safety 
problem and countermeasure development

Identification of suitable engineering countermeasures depends on the analysis of
reliable accident data, traffic conflicts, exposure and environmental variables. Under
the National Road Safety Programme proposed by the government ministry
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responsible for transport infrastructure (MoW, 1996) the accident data recording
system for the city has been computerised and data in electronic format is now
available from 1995. It will soon be possible for the city to implement accident
investigation procedures outlined, for example, in England (1981) and in IHT (1990a,
1990b) to identify high risk locations or routes and propose countermeasures using
experience accumulated in industrialized countries.

According to Hills and Jacobs (1981) there are two setbacks to this approach.
Research results based on accident data in industrialized countries have not been
as definitive as one would wish and the effectiveness of a proven countermeasure in
a different ‘traffic culture’ is subject to uncertainty as demonstrated by experience.
They recommend local evaluation of a proposed countermeasure before
implementation at the national or regional level. Confirmation of problem locations
identified using  accident data, the formulation of potential countermeasures and the
evaluation of implemented countermeasure(s) are greatly facilitated by the use of the
traffic conflicts technique. Walsh (1986) provides a typical example of the use of the
traffic conflicts technique in countermeasure formulation and post-implementation
evaluation in the UK. The technique has been used extensively in some Highway
Departments for example that of Kentucky in the USA (Zeeger and Deen 1978) to
confirm sites identified as problem locations using accident data. Almqvist and
Hyden (1994) suggest the use of the technique in developing societies for the
identification of countermeasure(s) and subsequent evaluation. They point out that
the use of traffic conflicts can help accelerate the generation of local knowledge of
the effect of safety measures.

4.3 Advantages of using models
Modelling of available data facilitates the best exploitation of information and may be
quite useful at the stage of hypothesizing potential countermeasures especially
where there is little  professional experience. Accident modelling has been used as a
tool for estimation (prediction) of junction safety for purposes of countermeasure
evaluation as exemplified in Kulmala (1994) among others. In that case, an empirical
Bayesian approach is used to enhance the estimation of safety from from the
multvariate regressin models for a particular site by making use of accident history at
that site. The other use of accident modelling is as a tool for evaluation of the impact
of design and enviromental variables on safety so as to inform planning and
engineering decisions. Examples of such models include accident models developed
at the Transport Research Laboratory, UK in the 80s and 90s and reported by
Maycock and Hall (1984) and  Layfield et al  (1996) among others. The  objective of
this study was to develop explanatory models of this type.

4.4 Why the study used traffic conflict data
The use traffic conflict data was preferred to accident data partially because reliable
accident data by specific location and movement at junctions is not yet readily
available for the study area. The more important reason is the statistical rareness of
accident data which makes it difficult to assess the impact of the exposure and other
factors that may vary in the process of waiting for significant accident database to
develop. Even where accident data is available, detailed analyses (for example
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modelling by approach and by conflict type carried out in this study) are hardly viable
due to the low frequency of such data.

Review of various versions of the traffic conflicts technique in use in North America
and Europe led to the conclusion that the Swedish version (Hyden, 1987) was the
most appropriate for the traffic conditions in Dar es Salaam.

4.5 Study  Methodology

4.5.1 Study design

The target group of junctions for the study was defined as unsignalized four-arm
junctions with peak in-flows exceeding about 100 vehicles per hour and manageable
pedestrian flows which means junctions in streets with excessive pedestrian activity
were excluded. The selection of  study junctions was based on a reconnaissance
survey of potential junctions after which the  junctions were classified according to
their estimated traffic flow.  About half the junctions in the category of very low flows
were randomly discarded to make the number of junctions in this group about the
same as in other categories.  Two other junctions in the target sample were
discarded since their geometric layouts were substantially different from the rest.
The number of remaining junctions came to 65 and constituted the study sample.
Table 2 lists the variables observed in the field. Traffic conflicts were observed for
three week days on each junction as recommended in Hauer (1978). Observations
were carried out for ten continuous hours between 7.00  and  17.30 hours with a shift
change every two hours. To avoid influencing behaviour of road users, survey on
consecutive days on any one junction was avoided. Flows were recorded on one of
the days concurrent with conflicts observations.

4.5.2 Survey procedures

The observers/recorders were trained to detect and record (on prescribed field
sheet) traffic conflicts in accordance to the Swedish technique by an experienced
expert for one week (Hyden, 1987). Three days of training and practice in the
recording of traffic variables (Table 2) on prescribed field sheets and the use of an
intersection traffic counter was provided the week before the field works began.
Geometric  and other details were documented during week-end days when traffic
was low. The field work was carried out during the drier months between August
1996 and September 1997.
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Table 2 Variables observed in the field
Traffic
conflicts

Traffic variables Geometric
variables

Other

Vehicle-
vehicle

Vehicle flow by
movement

Approach width Approach land
use

Vehicle-cycle Cycle flow by movement Intersection
sight distances

Location of
junction

Vehicle-
pedestrian

Pedestrian volume
crossing the approaches

Presence of
pedestrian
island

Parking within
ten metres of
junction

 Approach and junction
centre free speed

Presence of
stop sign on
minor approach

Proportion stopping at
minor approach

Presence of
one-way
approach

Gap in main flow:
Peak/off-peak: one  hour
each

4.5.3 The data

Screening to remove non serious conflicts yielded a total of 444 serious vehicle-
pedestrian  conflicts used in the analysis. Total pedestrian conflicts on approaches
ranged from  0 to 9. These were classified by the movement of involved vehicle and
whether the pedestrian had just stepped on the road or had crossed one lane. The
results are summarised in Table 3.  Each approach was treated as a unit giving a
total of 260 approaches. Approaches where the given conflict was illegal were
weighed out of the analysis hence the varying number of observations in Table 5.

Results in Table 3 suggest that conflict between pedestrian and an exiting turning
vehicle is more than twice as likely as conflict with a straight ahead vehicle and four
times as likely as entering vehicle.  This suggests that pedestrians have problems
interacting with  exiting turning vehicles or turning vehicles do not anticipate
pedestrians. This is further explored in the modelling and a countermeasure
suggested.

4.5.4 Model development procedure

The regression models developed were intended to determine the impact of
variables associated with traffic conflicts/accidents. The structure of the  regression
models developed in linear form was:

 ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( )µ α β χ+ = + + + + ∑D K D Q P G              (1)
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Table 3 Vehicle-pedestrian conflict types (response variables)
Vehicle
movement1

Pedestrian location Number of
conflicts

Conflicts
per

10,000
Vehicles

Percen
t of
total

Exiting All types 184 11.3 41.44
Vehicles,
turning
movements

From near side
(pedestrian had just
stepped onto the
pavement)

92 5.6 20.72

(17.5%) From far side
(pedestrian had
crossed one lane
before conflict)

92 5.6 20.72

Exiting
vehicles,

All types 133 4.4 29.95

Straight
ahead
movements

From near side
(pedestrian had just
stepped onto the
pavement)

62 2.1 13.96

(32.5%)
From far side
(pedestrian had
crossed one lane
before conflict)

71 2.3 15.99

All exiting
vehicles
(50%)

All types 317 6.8 71.4

Entering All types 127 2.7 28.6
Vehicle, all
movements

From near side
(pedestrian had just
stepped onto the
pavement)

50 1.1 11.26

(50%) From far side
(pedestrian had
crossed one lane
before conflict)

77 1.7 17.34

ALL  (100%)
MOVEMENTS

ALL TYPES 444 4.8 100

1Values in brackets is the percentage of the volume of given movement(s) in all 65
junctions to total vehicle inflow and outflow.
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Where:

Q is a function of vehicle flows and P is volume of pedestrians,
G represent other explanatory variables given in Table 2,
D stands for the number of days the conflict observation was carried out,
K is the constant term, and
The symbols in the Greek alphabet are coefficients to be estimated by the 
regression.

The role of D in equation (1) is to allow the use the total count of conflicts in the left
hand side (as it is the counts rather than rates that are Poisson distributed). On the
right hand side it is treated as an offset variable (value of its coefficient is
constrained to the value of one in the regression and the variable is set to one
during prediction) in the GLIM4 system (Francis et al 1993). The model predicts µ ,
the expected conflict frequency at an approach or junction. If we substitute C for µ ,
the mean conflict frequency and rewrite the equation in the exponential form (the
prediction mode) we have:

C KQ P e
G= ∑α β χ

               (2)

Model calibration was done in the generalized linear model framework as described
in McCullagh and Nelder (1989) using the GLIM4 system (Francis et al 1993). The
5% significance level was used to decide inclusion of an explanatory variable in the
model for both the coefficient significance and the additional contribution of the
variable to the explanatory power of the current model.  For distributional
assumptions, the Poisson distribution was always assumed in the identification of
variables to be retained in the preliminary models. This assumption was then tested
by investigating the normality of the resulting standardized deviance residuals by a
graphical procedure. The procedure involved the plotting of ordered absolute values
of the standardized deviance residuals against the expected order statistics of a
normal sample to produce a half-normal plot. The interpretation of the plots was
aided by the  use of an envelope constructed by simulation as proposed in Atkinson
(1985). The description and implementation for the GLIM4 system of this procedure
adapted for overdispersed models  (that is, models with greater variation than would
be expected if the Poisson assumption was correct) by Hinde and Demetrio (1998)
and Demetrio and Hinde (1997) was found to very helpful. Where the Poisson model
was found to be adequate the standard errors and scaled deviance was recalculated
using quasi-likelihood estimation (Maher and Summersgill, 1996) and any variable
that become insignificant was excluded in the final model. These models are
described as quasi-Poisson fit in Table 5.

Where Poisson distribution did not adequately fit the data, negative binomial
distribution was found to be quite adequate. The negative binomial models were
estimated within GLIM4 using the macro written by  Hinde (1996). The theoretical
basis of the procedure is given in Lawless (1987). The use of the negative binomial
distribution implies the assumption that conflicts at a site occur according to the
Poisson process while the variation of the mean conflict rate from site to site is
according to gama distribution. The Poisson assumption (and the models developed)
can be seen as a special case of the negative binomial assumption since the
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negative binomial distribution reduces to a Poisson one as its shape parameter  tend
to infinity (see, for example, Maycock and Hall, 1984). The conflict type with
adequate model on the basis of the Poisson assumption means that the predictors
adequately explained the between site variation. Results in Table 5 suggest that
when the conflict type modelled was a mixture of conflict types with different
characteristics then the Poisson assumption did not hold but the binomial distribution
(which is a mixture of distributions) did hold.

The pedestrian risk model was fitted by logistic regression as summarized in the
GLIM4 manual (Francis et al 1993).

Presence of outliers which could be distorting the estimation of the coefficients of
model parameters was detected through the use of half-normal plots and the Cook’s
statistic. When the removal of the responsible observation(s) from the model
resulted in significant change in the value of the scaled deviance,  the observation
was deleted from the analysis. Where the unusual value of the observation was not
due to recording or transcription error, the approach may be considered a candidate
for further analysis to identify need for and type of countermeasure for the junction
approach in question. Number of approaches drooped from the analysis are
indicated in Table 5. The development of countermeasures for such junctions is not
pursued in this paper.

4.6 Results and Discussion
This section presents the final model for all types of pedestrian conflicts at whole
junction level (section 4.6.1), and several models by conflict type at junction
approach level (section 4.6.2). Section 4.6.4 gives the pedestrian risk model.
Appropriate  discussion accompanies the statement of the results.  Unless otherwise
stated the vehicle and pedestrian volumes are 10 hour flows expressed in
thousands.

4.6.1 Models for whole junctions

In modelling pedestrian conflicts at the junction level several forms of flow functions
and factors were tried. Among the best models for total pedestrian conflicts at a
junction (PEDCNF) was:

PEDCNF = 1.307PDVHEN 0.500 exp(-0.028MJSA)             (3)

The flow function PDVHEN is the sum of the product of the entering and exiting
vehicle flows on an approach and the crossing pedestrian volume
(pedestrian/vehicle potential encounters) summed over the four arms of each
junction. MJSA stands for the average traffic approach speed in kph for ‘free’
vehicles in the main flow. A ‘free’ vehicle is one with enough headway from the
preceding vehicle to allow the driver to choose his speed. The speed measurements
were taken before traffic slowed for the junction and the higher speed of the two
approaches was used in the analysis.

The exposure part of the model is similar to the ‘square root law’ suggested by
Tanner (1953) for accidents at rural three arm junctions in England and Wales. The
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number of conflicts increased with exposure but the rate of increase levels off at
higher exposures. As the risk model in section 4.6.4 shows, the risk for individual an
pedestrian drops with increasing exposure. The behaviour of road users may be
assumed to change as traffic flows increase.

Table 4 Pedestrian conflict model at junction level

Model
term

Description Parameter Standard
error (se)

Exp.
value

Note: SD = Scaled Deviance,  DF = Degrees of freedom,  X2 = Pearson’s X2 statistic
 se = (asymptotic) standard error,  Exp. value = value of a coefficient when model
written in the exponential form, Theta = shape parameter.

Null model: SD =298.3 on 64 DF (Poisson fit)

Best model: Negative binomial fit,  theta = 6.2, se = 2.2, SD =  71.0
on 62 DF, X2 = 65.7.

LK Log constant term -0.268 0.412 1.307

LPDVHEN Log of total
pedestrian/vehicle
potential encounters

0.500 0.081

MJSA Main flow approach speed -0.028 0.081

The model predicts a decrease in conflict frequency with increasing approach speed.
This appears to contradict the intuitive feeling that higher speeds are associated with
bigger risk (serious accident consequences) in traffic. Pasanen and Salmivaara
(1993) found that the probability of death of pedestrian involved in a traffic accident
increased very rapidly as the driving speed increased from about 30 kph to about 80
kph. Their video recorded data (at signalized junction) showed that unimpeded
vehicles are the decisive factor in pedestrian accidents - all recorded pedestrian
accidents involved unimpeded vehicles and a pedestrian who did not observe the
oncoming traffic before crossing. What is obvious from this study is that lapse of
attention on the part of pedestrian in the presence of high speed vehicle has a very
high risk of being involved in a collision. The sign on the approach speed illustrates
the importance of  speed when evaluating safety at sites with different speeds using
both accident and traffic conflicts data. It is important to note that:

1. A site with low mean free speed is usually under congested flow and
vehicles and pedestrians easily interact. Such sites may have more
conflicts but fewer accidents since the road users have a margin of safety
such that any misjudgement has a big chance of  resulting in a conflict or
serious conflict rather than  a collision.

2. At a high speed site, the drivers are less prepared to interact with
pedestrians. There is a low safety margin for any pedestrian who suffers a
lapse of attention or misjudge the intention or speed of an oncoming
vehicle. A bigger proportion of serious conflicts end up as collisions.

This could be one of the factors leading to conflicting results from the early studies
(some of which are reviewed in Williams, 1981) that attempted to relate accidents to
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traffic conflicts statistically without accounting for differences in speed, severity of
conflicts and severity of accidents.

4.6.2 Models for Pedestrian conflict at approaches

Of the ten categories of  pedestrian conflicts given in Table 3, results for six types
are given in Table 5. Models for the rest did not yield additional insight and are not
reported here. The exponential form of the models with brief remarks follows, the
definition of the variables are given in Table 5

Model for all pedestrian conflict types (PEDCNF )

PEDCNF= 0.486 PEDVL 0.471 TLQV 0.222                  (4)

With a factor LOCAT3 = 0.57 (approaches not in the central business district (CBD)
or inner city (Kariakoo)) and LANDUSE2 = 0.68 (approaches with factory/office land
use adjacent). As mentioned in section 4.6.1 junctions where the main road has
movement function (higher speeds) tend to have fewer conflicts. These junctions are
mostly outside of the CBD/inner-city. Pedestrian presence has greater influence on
conflict frequency than vehicle flow.

Model for all conflict types involving a vehicle entering the junction
(PDALVENT).

PDALVENT = 0.118 PEDVL 0.692 ENQV 0.210                       (5)

The frequency of conflicts involving vehicles entering into the junction depends to a
great extent on pedestrian volume. From Table 3 it is apparent  that this conflict type
had the lowest rate. This is in agreement with the prediction from the human
information processing under varying task demand model (Cumming and Croft,
1973),  which has been described as ‘driving task model’ in traffic engineering
context (Ogden 1990). On approaching a junction, drivers attention increase to meet
the demand placed on them and hence the low conflict rate for vehicles entering a
junction. But on  the exit side they are still under the influence of information
overload suffered when negotiating the junction and hence the higher conflict rate
with crossing pedestrians. On the other hand, a pedestrian crossing close to the
junction can easily misjudge the direction of exiting vehicles while there is no such
problem with entering vehicles.

Model for all conflict types involving turning exiting vehicles (PDALVXTR)

PDALVXTR = 0.380PEDVL 0.023 EXQV 0.547                       (6)

With factor LOCAT3 = 0.40 and SIGN2 = 0.30. Comments for the location factor are
as given in section 3.2.1. The factor SIGN2 represent major approaches (compared
to minor approaches, SIGN1). The predicted lower conflict frequency at major exits
can be explained by the fact that minor road traffic slow down much more than the
main flow before negotiating the junction and hence is less likely to cause conflict
with a pedestrian on exit on the major approach. It should be noted that the
pedestrian flow in this model was not significant at the 5% level but was retained so
as to maintain model plausibility. The volume of total exiting vehicles was used
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rather than the volume of turning exiting vehicles as it had greater explanatory power
(and was significant at the  1% level).

The left turning drivers from the major road are not usually subject to information
overload but tend to exit without anticipating pedestrian presence  while the right
turning vehicles may be  preoccupied with timing a gap in the opposing stream and
give little attention to pedestrians who may be some distance from the area of their
immediate concern. Draskoczy and  Hyden (1995) argue that forcing pedestrians to
cross closer to the parallel flow may increase the attention paid by drivers in the
process of junction negotiation.

Model for conflicts involving turning exiting vehicle and pedestrian just
stepping on the road (from the near side, PDNSVXTR)

PDNSVXTR = 0.138 PEDVL 0.387 EXQV 0.584                     (7)

With factor SIGN2 (major approach) = 0.29. As in equation 6, the model predicts
fewer conflicts for major approaches. Additionally it should be noted that compared
to equation 6 where the pedestrian flow was not significant at the 5% level, in this
equation it is significant at the 1% level. The fact that the pedestrian involved is just
stepping onto the pavement and that pedestrian volume when analysed for all
turning vehicle conflicts was not significant suggests that for minor approaches with
high pedestrian flows pedestrians may be following others into the road. This is a
possible hypothesis that may be verified or falsified by a behavioural study. On the
other hand vehicles turning from the main road may not be concerned with
pedestrians approaching but not yet on the roadway as they expect them to stop.

Model for all conflict types involving exiting straight-ahead vehicle
(PDALVXAH)

PDALVXAH = 0.334 PEDVL 0.317 VETA 0.960                    (8)

With factor LOCAT3 = 0.34. The comment for this factor given in section 3.2.1
applies here also. The frequency of this conflict type increase in proportion to the
ratio of straight-ahead flow to total exiting flow through the approach (VETA) almost
linearly. Increase in straight-ahead flow leads to increase in conflicts involving
vehicle from the flow as would be expected.

It should be noted that the major roads had by, by definition, bigger flows compared
to minor roads. Since the conflict type involving straight ahead vehicles was mostly
explained by vehicle flows it follows that this conflict type occurs more frequently on
the exits of major roads. It can therefore be concluded that this conflict type is an
important problem  on the exits of major roads.
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Table 5 Pedestrian models by approach
Model term Description Parameter

coefficient
Standard
error (se)

Exp.
Value

Note: SD = Scaled Deviance,  DF = Degrees of freedom,  X2 = Pearson’s X2 statistic
(given for the negative binomial models only as it is scaled to the DF value  in the quasi-
Poisson models), SF = Scale factor (for the quasi-Poisson case), se = (asymptotic)
standard error,  Exp. value = value of a coefficient when model written in the exponential
form, Theta = shape parameter for the negative binomial distribution.
1. PEDCNF: Model for all pedestrian conflict types

Null model:  SD = 605 on 259 DF. No of approaches (observations) = 260.

Best model: Negative binomial fit, theta = 2.33, se = 0.55, X 2 = 236, SD = 272 on 255 DF.

LK Log constant term -0.722 0.133 0.486

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.471 0.098

LTLQV Log total number of vehicles entering
and exiting the junction through the
approach

0.222 0.077

LANDUSE2
1

Offices, factory/workshop
predominate the last 50 m of the
approach

-0.387 0.205 0.68

LOCAT32 Approaches not in  CBD or inner city -0.568 0.216 0.57

2. PDALVENT: All pedestrian conflicts involving a vehicle entering the junction

Null model:  SD = 272.19 on 241 DF. No. of approaches (observations) in the analysis =
242.
Unusual cases omitted = 2.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SF = 1.08, SD = 206 on 239 DF.

LK Constant term -2.136 0.132 0.118

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.692 0.125

LENQV Log total number of vehicles entering
the junction through the arm.

0.210 0.111

3. PDALVXTR: All pedestrian conflicts involving vehicles exiting from the junction in a
turning manoeuvre.
Null model: SD = 351 on 241 DF. From 242 approaches (observations).  Unusual cases
omitted = 3.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SD = 207 on 237 DF.

LK Log constant term - 0.968 0.152 0.380

LPEDVL3 Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.023 0.126

LEXQV Log total number of vehicles exiting
the junction through the arm.

0.547 0.130

LOCAT32 Approaches not in the CBD or  inner
city

-0.914 0.310 0.40

SIGN24 Major road, entry and exit into
junction permitted

-1.206 0.221 0.30
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Table 5 Pedestrian models by approach (continued)
Model term Description Parameter Standard

error (se)
Exp.
Value

4. PDNSVXTR: Conflicts involving a vehicle exiting from the junction in a turning manoeuvre
with a pedestrian(s) from the near side.
Null model: SD = 273 on 243, DF. No. of approaches (observations) = 244. Unusual
excluded = 1.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SF = 1.26,  SD = 178 on 240 DF

LK Log constant term -1.983 0.170 0.138

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.387 0.142

LEXQV Log total number of vehicles exiting
the junction through the arm.

0.584 0.173

SIGN24 Major approach, entry into and exit
out of junction permitted.

-1.186 0.307 0.31

5. PDALVXAH: All pedestrian conflicts involving a straight-ahead vehicle exiting from the
junction.
Null model: SD = 331 on 242 DF. No. of approaches = 243 (observations). Unusual
excluded = 2.
Best model: Quasi-Poisson fit, SF = 1.3,  SD = 193 on 239 DF.

LK Log constant term -1.096 0.183 0.334

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.317 0.167

LVETA Log ratio of exiting straight-ahead
flow to total exiting flow.

0.960 0.272

LOCAT32 Approaches not in the CBD or inner
city

-1.091 0.421 0.34

6. PDALVEX: All pedestrian conflicts involving any exiting vehicle

Null model: SD = 499 on 243 DF. No. of approaches = 244. Unusual excluded = 1.

Best model: Negative binomial fit, theta  = 1.82, X2 = 235, SD = 245 on 239 DF.

LK Log constant term -0.521 0.160 0.594

LPEDVL Log number of crossing pedestrians 0.338 0.115

LEXAHQV Log total number of vehicles exiting
straight-ahead through the arm.

0.213 0.073

LOCAT32 Approaches not in the CBD or inner
city

-0.705 0.256 0.49

SIGN24 Major approach, entry into and exit
out of junction permitted.

-0.399 0.192 0.67

1In comparison to residential and shop land uses
2 Locations not in the CBD or inner city (Kariakoo), including suburbs and the
transition between CBD and suburbs.
3This variable was insignificant but was retained in the model to maintain model
plausibility.
4 In comparison to two-way minor approaches.

Models for all conflict types involving all exiting vehicles (PDALVEX)

PDALVEX = 0.594 PEDVL 0.338 EXAHQV 0.213                                    (9)

With factors LOCAT3 = 0.49 and SIGN2 = 0.67. As expected the model predicts
increasing conflicts with increasing pedestrian flow. The most significant vehicle flow
is the straight-ahead flow (EXAHQV). This may be explained by supposing that the
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bigger the straight ahead flow the less the pedestrian pays attention to the turning
vehicles which have the highest involvement rate. Also especially for the major
flows, high straight-ahead flow means fewer adequate gaps and hence less attention
paid to pedestrians by turning drivers. So the significance of the straight-ahead flow
should be thought of in the context of its influence on the turning traffic and crossing
pedestrians.

As in equation 6, fewer conflicts are predicted for major approaches (SIGN2). The
remarks for the factor LOCAT3 given under section 3.2.1 applies here also.

4.6.3 Summary of conflict models by approach

The influence of the significant explanatory variables may be summarised as follows:

1. Pedestrian volume: Pedestrian conflict frequency increase with
pedestrian flow.

2. Volume of Vehicular traffic: For conflicts involving exiting vehicles higher
flows results in increase in conflicts with pedestrian. The rate of increase
levels off, however, at higher flows.

3. Approach:
 (a) Major approaches tend to have fewer conflicts involving exiting
       turning vehicles,
 (b) But more conflicts involving straight ahead exiting vehicles.
 (c) Conflicts with entering vehicles contributed less than 30% of all
      conflicts and are explained in the model for this conflict type almost
      exclusively by pedestrian flow.

4. Location: Junction outside the CBD or inner city tend to have lower
conflict frequency. These areas, however tend to have higher speeds and
the severity of accidents when they occur can be expected to be higher.

5. Land use: On average office and industrial lad uses were associated with
lower conflict frequencies compared to other land uses.

4.6.4 Risk of pedestrian involvement in a conflict

Table 6 gives the linear predictor of the pedestrian risk model explaining the
probability of a pedestrian being involved in a conflict when crossing a junction
approach. The logit link function was used in the regression:

log[
( )

]
µ

µ
η

n −
=            (10)

Where η is the linear predictor given in Table 6, µ   is the number of conflicts, and n
is the number of pedestrian crossing.

Increase in pedestrian volume seems to be associated with a reduction in risk.
Increase in vehicle total flow results in increase of risk: it is more difficult for
pedestrians to select a suitable gap when vehicle flow is high.
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Table 6 Pedestrian risk model
Model
term

Description Parameter Standard
error (se)

Exp.
value

Note: SD = Scaled Deviance,  DF = Degrees of freedom, ,  Exp. value = value of a
coefficient when model written in the exponential form,
Null model: SD = 523.3 on 259 DF.

Best model: Quasi-binomial fit,  SD = 266.8 on 257 DF. Scale Factor = 1.7

LK Log constant term -6.33 0.162 0.0018

PEDVL Number of crossing pedestrians -0.280 0.055

LTLQV Log total number of vehicles
entering and exiting the junction
through the arm.

0.184 0.074

Figure 2  shows the scatter graph of pedestrian risk  (= three days conflicts/ one hour
pedestrian flow) against hourly pedestrian flow.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of  pedestrian risk versus pedestrian volume

Although the number of conflicts increase with increase in pedestrian flow the  risk of
an individual pedestrian being involved in traffic conflict seem to decrease with an
increase in pedestrian flow. This may be interpreted to mean that drivers do not
anticipate pedestrians and hence when the flow of pedestrian is high drivers are
forced to pay attention.
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4.7 Comparison with Selected European Studies
Although the research was not designed as a comparative study some observations
can be made relative to some findings of European studies. The use of the Swedish
Traffic Conflicts Technique makes comparisons with studies using the same
technique more meaningful.

4.7.1 Comparison with British studies

Table 7 highlights some similarities and differences between the results of this study
and a British research reported by Layfield et al (1996). The British research
analysed accidents on urban priority  cross-roads and staggered junctions sampled
from nearly all major urban centres in Great Britain and used a similar modelling
approach.

Table 7 Comparison with Great Britain
Variable Great Britain

(Accidents)
Dar es Salaam
(Conflicts)

1. Differences by
approach type.

Five times more
accidents were reported
on major arms compared
to minor arms.

Major exits are associated
with higher conflict
frequencies involving straight
ahead vehicles but lower
frequencies involving turning
vehicles compared to minor
arms.

2. Importance of
pedestrian flow in
the model for
accidents/conflicts
involving entering
vehicles.

Volume of pedestrian
crossing the arm was
most  significant in the
major arm model.

For both approach types
pedestrian flow explained
most of the variation.

3. Best junction
model.

Involved some of
encounter products over
the junction arms.

Similar result obtained.

4. Pedestrian
position1

Accidents involving
pedestrian from nearside
kerb were clearly in the
majority.

Conflicts involving pedestrian
from nearside kerb versus far
side  were about the same or
less

5. Most important
junction
movements.

Pedestrian accidents
involving straight ahead
entering or exiting
vehicles.

Conflicts involving turning
movements from major
approach.

 1For both countries driving is on the left

Item 1, 2 and 5 in Table 7 suggest that in Great Britain the safety problem for
pedestrians walking parallel to a major road and crossing a minor approach on a
priority junction is largely under control whereas in Dar es Salaam this is an
important  problem. Item 4 suggest that the British drivers pay closer attention to
pedestrians already on the roadway.
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In a study of pedestrian risk in crossing roads in London, Mackie and Older (1965)
found, among other things, that pedestrian risk tended to decrease with pedestrian
flow and increased with  in vehicle flow and road width. The results for Dar es
Salaam are in agreement except that road width effect was not demonstrated.

4.7.2 Comparison with Swedish Studies

Table 8 gives  a comparison with a Swedish study reported by Ekman (1996). The
study used a non-parametric approach and re-sampling techniques to produce
‘transparent’ graphical safety models for vulnerable road users on the basis of both
accident and conflict data from 95 non-signalized junctions sampled from two urban
centres. The main difference between the two studies is that drivers in the Swedish
results may be assumed to be anticipating pedestrians which is not the case in Dar
es Salaam results.

Table 8 Comparison with a Swedish study
Variable Swedish Results

 (whole junction)
Dar es Salaam Results
 (junction approaches)

Vehicle flow . Conflicts rate tended to
increase with car flow.

Very significant for conflict
frequency involving exiting
vehicles.

Pedestrian
flow.

Conflict rate for pedestrian
was not influenced much by
pedestrian flow implying that
car drivers anticipate
pedestrians.

Conflicts per pedestrian
seem to decrease with
increase with pedestrian
flow probably implying that
large pedestrian flows ‘force’
drivers attention.

Effect of
pedestrian
refuge.

Presence of refuge
decreased conflict rate

No effect demonstrated.
Very few pedestrian refuges.

Road width. No effect demonstrated No effect demonstrated
Approach type. No differences

demonstrated.
Conflicts involving exiting
turning vehicles were most
common on minor
approaches. No differences
was demonstrated in the
model for all conflict types.

In a Swedish study reported by Hyden (1981) and reviewed in Draskoczy and Hyden
(1995) one quarter of all accidents at unsignalized  junctions were reported to occur
at the entry while three quarters occurred at the exit side. This broadly compares
with the results for the pedestrian conflicts in this study  where less than 30% of all
conflicts involved entering vehicle and  more than 70% exiting vehicle (see Table 3).
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4.8 Conclusions and Recommendation

4.8.1 Conclusions

1. The results show that the pedestrian safety problem at priority junctions in Dar es
Salaam involves a pedestrian crossing:

 (a)  On a minor road and a vehicle turning  from the major road, and
 (b)  On a major road and a straight ahead vehicle exiting from the junction.

2. They also suggest that high pedestrian flows results in fewer conflicts per
pedestrian.
3. There are interesting similarities and differences between European and Dar es

salaam results.

4.8.2 Recommendations

From conclusion number 1 it would appear that a potential countermeasure for this
problem at locations with high conflict frequencies (mainly with combination of high
crossing pedestrian and vehicle flows) would be the provision of a suitable barrier
parallel to the major road so as to prevent a pedestrian crossing at a distance closer
than 10 metres to the junction. Along the minor road the barrier should allow
pedestrians walking parallel to the major road to cross within 2 m to the edge of
major road and not in the distance between 2 to 12 metres. This will force the turning
driver to take account of the pedestrian crossing so close to the junction before
executing the manoeuvre. It will also give drivers 10 metres in which to recover the
drop in performance experienced as a result of information overload the may have
suffered in negotiating the junction (see section 3.2.2). This recommendation is
based on the findings of a Swedish study reported by Hyden, Garder and Linderholm
(1978) and reviewed in Draskoczy and Hyden (1995). In this study it was reported
that if a pedestrian was crossing very close to the parallel road (less than 2 m) at
intersections  then the risk of being hit by a car is 2-3 times smaller than if the
pedestrian is crossing 2-10 m away from the parallel road. Mackie and Older (1965)
reported that  pedestrian risk was highest just outside a pedestrian crossing and
suggested that means to prevent pedestrians from crossing at such position would
enhance the safety benefit of a crossing. This supports the recommendation.

From conclusion number 2 it would seem that an individual pedestrian benefits from
the presence of other users on the approach, perhaps by their large numbers forcing
motorists to pay attention. City authorities could enhance pedestrian safety by
making routes favoured by pedestrians more friendly by for example re-routing
vehicular traffic. This is particularly important for routes leading from offices,
colleges or schools, markets and major hospitals to major public transport services.
Road user training may also help in the long run.

The third conclusion confirms that road safety policy, research and practice in
developing societies should take judicious account of research results in
industrialized countries.
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